LAVA LAMP RUBRIC
Composition & Theme
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Advanced

Meets Standards

Improving

Needs Improvement

-Artwork is carefully planned.
-Lava is drawn & stretched
out the length of the paper
with a variety of bubble sizes
-Bubbles overlap in at least
one area

-Artwork is planned
-Lava is drawn but doesn't
fully fill the space
-Additional bubbles are
drawn
-Bubbles do not overlap

-Artwork is somewhat
-Artwork was not planned
planned & somewhat fills the -Artwork doesn't fill the page
paper
-No additional bubbles added
-No additional bubbles are
drawn

Craftsmanship
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Advanced

Meets Standards

Improving

Needs Improvement

-Oil pastels are blended
smoothly
-Time and care was taken
while creating artwork
-No smudges, not messy

-Oil pastels are blended to
create values
-Some smudges

-Oil pastels are not blended -Very little blending
well
-Artwork is very messy
-Artwork is somewhat messy

Color & Creativity
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Advanced

Meets Standards

Improving

Needs Improvement

-One main color is selected
for the lava & different
shades of the color are used
to create darks and lights
-NO BLACK should be used

-Several colors are blended
together
-Blending is not smooth,
colors are separate

-Colors are not blended well
-There is a lot of separation
between the colors

-Colors are basic and "right
out of the box"
-Paper shows through in
several places or does not go
completely off the edge
-No blending occurs

Work Habits
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Advanced

Meets Standards

Improving

Needs Improvement

-Student worked the entire
time with superior focus and
did not need reminders to
stay on task

-Student worked most of the
time and needed few
reminders to stay on task

-Student worked part of the
time and needed several
reminders to stay on task

-Student did not work during
the time given even with
several reminders to stay on
task

